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Abstract 

We present a new Bayesian bootstrap method for election forecasts that combines 

traditional polling questions about people’s own intentions with their expectations about how 

others will vote. It treats each participant’s election winner expectation as an optimal Bayesian 

forecast given private and background evidence available to that individual. It then infers the 

independent evidence and aggregates it across participants. The bootstrap forecast outperforms 

forecasts based on own intentions questions posed on large national samples before the 2018 and 

2020 U.S. elections. The bootstrap forecast puts most weight on people’s expectations about how 

their social contacts will vote, which might incorporate information about voters who are 

difficult to reach or who hide their true intentions. Beyond election polling, the new method is 

expected to improve the validity of other social science surveys.  
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In the 2020 U.S. presidential election, most polls overestimated Biden’s advantage in 

national vote shares, on average predicting that his lead over Trump will be around 8 percentage 

points on the day of the election (1) when the actual result was 4.5 percentage points. Indeed, the 

bulk of the coverage of election polling after the 2020 election asked where polling went wrong 

(2–5), with few answers provided (6). How can such a large average polling error be explained 

and how can we improve poll-based forecasts to avoid such errors in the future?  

To counteract problems with traditional polls that ask about participants’ own voting 

intentions, researchers have been exploring wisdom-of-crowds polling questions (7–10). These 

questions ask respondents to act either as lay forecasters, predicting the election winner, or as lay 

ethnographic informants, estimating the voting expectations of individuals in their social circle. 

Previous research has shown that wisdom-of-crowds methods can produce more accurate 

forecasts than own intentions (8). Most notably, social-circle questions have outperformed own 

intentions questions in five national elections in four countries: the 2017 French presidential 

election, the 2017 Dutch parliamentary election, the 2018 Swedish parliamentary election and 

the 2018 U.S. election for House of Representatives (7, 11). Although combining forecasts 

within and between methods has a long history in the forecasting literature (12–16), so far there 

have been no attempts to combine information from all of these wisdom-of-crowds methods with 

information from traditional questions about own intentions at the individual participant level in 

a theoretically justified framework. 

Here we provide the first method for integrating information from own intentions, 

election-winner, and social-circle questions into a single, theoretically justified forecast. This 

new Bayesian bootstrap method presents a Bayesian justification of how to best weight and 

combine information present in the answers to traditional and wisdom-of-crowds polling 

questions to forecast elections. It estimates the private and background evidence present in the 

answers to those questions into a forecast that weights their contributions accordingly. We then 

assess the accuracy of our forecasts from this new method, as well as the accuracy of own 

intentions and wisdom-of-crowds questions. We further investigate the relative contributions of 

different questions to the bootstrap forecast. Finally, we examine two reasons why some 

questions, in particular the social-circle expectations, contribute more to the Bayesian bootstrap 

forecast than others. It has been suggested that wisdom-of-crowds questions give more 

information about hard-to-reach or reluctant participants than traditional polling questions (7, 
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17). But this conjecture has never been tested empirically. We show that social-circle 

expectations do indeed seem to capture less-well represented voters, such as younger and less 

educated, and hidden voters that are reluctant to reveal their voting preferences due to them 

being embarrassed, afraid of harassment, or intentionally obstructing their answers in polls. 

These results provide the first empirical support to the proposed reasons for the success of 

wisdom-of-crowds questions. All our analyses use data from large national samples (N>4000) 

surveyed before the 2018 U.S. Congressional election and the 2020 U.S. presidential election, as 

a part of USC Dornsife’s Understanding America Study (UAS) (18). 

The Bayesian Bootstrap 

Previous research has shown that judgments of broader populations can be explained by 

models that assume that people base their judgments of broader populations on information from 

their social circles (19–21). It also suggested that people are quite good in estimating frequency 

of different characteristics in their social circles and that they are not just projecting their own 

characteristics (19, 22). Based on these results, we will in the following assume that social-circle 

voting estimates are accurate. Social-circle knowledge, however, is not the only factor that can 

affect broader population judgments. That is particularly true for election forecasts, where people 

are constantly subject to information about the election from other sources. A complete 

informational accounting should therefore go beyond social-circle estimates to include the 

participants’ own voting intentions and other public information or evidence that might be 

available. 

The objective of the proposed bootstrap approach is to estimate and aggregate the totality 

of evidence, rather than aggregate any single type of polling question. To accomplish this, the 

forecast assumes that each participant’s’ election winner expectation, expressed in the form of 

vote shares, is itself an optimal Bayesian forecast in light of all evidence available to that 

participant. A participant’s evidence may be conceptually divided into a private component that 

is reported directly, namely own voting intentions and social-circle expectations, and a 

background component, revealed indirectly via the election-winner expectations, which in our 

case is state-winner expectations. Background evidence partly derives from common sources, 

e.g., widely publicized polls, and partly from independent sources unique to each participant, 

e.g., personal social media and local gossip (see Figure S1). 
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Evidence is conceptualized as a sample of observations from an underlying Dirichlet 

distribution (a generalization of the beta distribution to more than two alternatives). The ‘unit of 

account’ is the participant’s own voting intention, which contributes exactly one observation. A 

participant is then assumed to sample N individuals from their social circle, and combine this 

with a Dirichlet prior parameterized by a ‘pseudocount’ of A+B observations that represent 

background evidence. A denotes the common portion of background evidence, presumed the 

same for all participants, and B the independent portion. The term pseudocount is used in 

Bayesian statistics when the prior and posterior distributions are Dirichlet. 

The results of this sampling determine the state-winner expectations at the level of an 

individual participant, treated in our model as in ideal Bayesian forecaster. For example, if a 

participant’s sample of evidence is 8, 10, and 2 for Trump, Biden and Other candidates, this 

would imply state-winner expectations of 40%, 50% and 10% for the three options. The sample 

of 8 for Trump might come from 1 own vote for Trump, 3 votes from the social circle, and a 

pseudocount of 4 representing background (prior) evidence. Constructing the Bayesian bootstrap 

forecast involves one estimation step and one aggregation step. 

The estimation step: To estimate parameters N, A and B we regress participants’ state-

winner expectations on their own intentions and social-circle expectations. The Supplementary 

Information provides detailed derivations, but the main idea can be outlined briefly. 

Let 𝑥𝑖
𝑟, 𝑦𝑖

𝑟 and 𝑠𝑖
𝑟 denote own voting intentions, state-winner expectations, and social-

circle expectations for candidate i submitted by participant r. If the social-circle size and the 

amount of background evidence are the same across participants in a given state, then one can 

estimate these values by a constrained regression equation, 𝑦𝑖
𝑟 = 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑥𝑖

𝑟 + 𝑐𝑠𝑖
𝑟 + 𝜀𝑖

𝑟, where 𝜀𝑖
𝑟 

is the residual (error) term. Because ∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑟

𝑖 = 1, the parameters are constrained to 

∑ 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏 + 𝑐𝑖 = 1. The quantities, 𝑎𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖
𝑟, 𝑏𝑥𝑖

𝑟 and 𝑐𝑠𝑖
𝑟, are proportional to the amount of 

background evidence, own intentions evidence, and social-circle evidence in favor of candidate i, 

from the perspective of participant r. The ratio of regression parameters 𝑐/𝑏 is an estimate of the 

average social-circle size N. For example, if 𝑐 = 𝑏, revealing that 𝑥𝑖
𝑟 and 𝑠𝑖

𝑟 have the same 

impact on state-winner expectations, that would suggest a social-circle size of only one 

individual. Similarly, the ratio 𝑎𝑖/𝑏 estimates the amount of background evidence favoring 

candidate i. If b, 𝑐 ≈ 0 and neither variable has impact on state-winner expectations, this would 

imply that participants are basing their election forecasts on background evidence alone, and in 
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that case the best aggregate forecast is given simply by the intercepts 𝑎𝑖 (which sum to 1 if b = c 

= 0 in the constrained regression). Note that a larger coefficient for social circles than own 

intentions can be viewed in other ways than a larger N, where the magnitude of the social-circle 

coefficient is larger than own intentions because the embodied evidence is “better” for some 

other reason. That might or might not be a problem for our method, depending on whether the 

social-circle sample is independent across individuals. Put another way, our method assumes that 

whatever evidence is presented via the social-circle question, that evidence is independent. Thus, 

sampling N individuals is one plausible scenario that would produce independent sampling of 

evidence, but it is not the only one. 

Finally, the variance of residuals 𝜀𝑖
𝑟 estimates the amount of independent relative to 

common background evidence. If participants with the same own and social circle answers also 

have roughly the same state-winner expectations, 𝜀𝑖
𝑟 ≈ 0,  that implies that all background 

evidence is common. 

The aggregation step: Using the parameter estimates N, A, B from the linear regression, 

the bootstrap forecast aggregates the evidence across all n participants. In the forecast, own 

intentions are weighted by sample size +n, social-circle expectations by +nN, and state-winner 

expectations by A+nB. The component A is not weighted by n to prevent double counting of 

shared evidence. 

In the context of the U.S. elections, we calculate these forecasts for each U.S. state 

separately, and then combine them in the national-level forecasts by weighting them by the adult 

population in each state. 

Results 

Forecasting the 2018 U.S. House of Representatives election and the 2020 

Presidential elections. Figure 1 shows the forecasting accuracy of own intentions, social-circle 

expectations, state-winner expectations, and the bootstrap forecast for these two elections on 

both the state and national levels. The forecasts for the 2020 election were preregistered (23). 2 A 

 
2 In this paper we focus on the new Bayesian bootstrap method, but the predictions for 

another method, the Bayesian Truth Serum (42), can be found in our preregistration for the 2020 

election (23). 
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comparisons with other polls show that the results for our own intentions question are well 

within the range of most national polls that also use an own intentions question (Figure S4).  

On the state level, in both 2018 and 2020 elections, the bootstrap forecast and wisdom-of-

crowds questions are more accurate than own intentions questions in predicting vote shares for 

all parties (Figure 1A, top panel). The bootstrap forecast that uses regression parameters 

estimated in the 2018 election (i.e., no regression parameters were estimated from the 2020 data 

for this method) is also remarkably accurate. For the state-level margin between the two main 

parties/candidates, one of the wisdom-of-crowds questions — state-winner expectations — 

provides better forecasts than all other methods in both elections. 

The results in Figure 1 also show that the bootstrap forecast typically outperforms all 

other methods in predicting national-level results for vote shares of all parties (Figure 1B, top 

panel), as well as for the Democrat-Republican margin (Figure 1B, bottom panel). In the 2018 

election, the bootstrap forecast and the social-circle expectations have similar average errors 

across the three waves as the average of many polls from the website 538. In two out if three 

waves they have smaller errors than the average of polls (Table S1 in Supplementary 

information). In the 2020 election, the bootstrap forecast and social-circle expectations 

outperform the national-level forecasts of the average of many national polls across five waves 

before the election, and state-winner expectations outperform average polls for most of the 

waves (Table S2). 

Contributions of different questions to the bootstrap forecast. The bootstrap forecast 

allows us to investigate the relative value of different questions for forecasting elections. For the 

2018 election, averaging across states and polling waves, the bootstrap forecast assigns weights 

of approximately 11% to own intentions, 65% to social-circle expectations, and 24% to state-

winner expectations. The results for the 2020 election are similar with weights of approximately 

13% to own intentions, 59% to social-circle expectations, and 27% to state-winner expectations. 

These results suggest that the relative value of different questions is stable over time and 

contexts, even though the 2018 and 2020 elections were very different in terms of the political 

stakes, the overall societal situation and the form of the questions asked (i.e., in 2018 the 

questions asked about Democratic, Republican, or Other candidate, while in 2020 the 

Democratic and Republican presidential candidates were named). In particular, while covid-19 

pandemics might have reduced people’s exposure to their social circles and hence decreased the 
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usefulness of this information for election forecasts (24), the weight on social-circle expectations 

is only slightly smaller in 2020 compared to 2018. 

Describing less-well represented voters using social-circle expectations. Why do 

social-circle expectations contribute so much to the bootstrap forecast? In large national polls 

with random recruitment of participants, such as ours, we expect little overlap in participants 

social-circles. This means that the correlation between our participants’ social-circle estimates 

will be low. It can therefore benefit from the error-reducing properties of aggregating 

independent judgments, capitalizing on the main mechanisms behind traditional wisdom-of-

crowds effects. There, the dependency between judgments is main factor that reduces the 

accuracy of aggregated judgments (25–27). In contrast, the state-winner expectations could be 

prone to correlated judgements, as all respondents can be influenced by the same background 

evidence about the election received from the media. In addition, social-circle expectations can 

provide information about the voting population beyond what is captured by own intentions 

questions, implicitly increasing representativeness (7, 17). We explore this in two ways, by 

analyzing age and education questions, and by analyzing hidden voter questions. 

First, we investigate how well social-circle questions can capture demographic 

characteristics, such as age and education. This is important, as it is well known that, for 

example, younger and lower educated people are often more difficult to reach by pollsters (28, 

29). We asked a sample of N=5,351 participants in the 2020 UAS panel to estimate the 

percentage of their social circles that have different age and education levels. Our results show 

that the percentages of social-circle estimates for age and education are closer to the population 

values (based on the 2019 American Community Survey) than the percentages of these people 

among our actual poll participants. In particular, the percentage of younger people and people 

with lower education estimated from social-circle estimates is closer to the population values 

than the percentage of these people among our actual poll participants even after weighting of 

responses (Figure S2 in the Supplementary information). 
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Figure 1. State and national level errors for different methods of forecasting the 2018 and 2020 U.S. Elections. Panel A: 

Average absolute error of state-level forecasts for the 2018 (left columns) and 2020 (right columns) U.S. election, for vote share of all 

parties (top panels) and absolute margin between the two main parties/candidates (bottom panels). Panel B: Absolute error of national 

forecasts for the 2018 (left columns) and 2020 (right columns) U.S. election, for vote share of all parties/candidates 

(Democrat/Republican/Other, top panels) and absolute margin between the two main parties/candidates (Democrat-Republican, 

bottom panels). For the 2020 election, there are two versions of the Bayesian bootstrap: one (filled green rectangles) that estimates 

parameters from the 2020 waves, and another that uses the parameters from the 2018 waves (unfilled green rectangles). Lower values 

indicate more accurate forecasts. Results are for different polling waves conducted before each election. All predictions are based on 

the survey responses multiplied with the probability to vote. For the national predictions, the state-level predictions were survey 

weighted and weighted with the population in each state. Waves refer to the window of dates where the participants could answer the 

polling questions, starting on August 22 in 2018 and August 11 in 2020. Information about sample sizes and polling dates can be 

found in Tables S1 and S2.
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Figure 2. Representativeness of voting expectations in social circles for participants with 

social circles more representative by age and education (circles), and participants with social 

circles less representative by age and education (squares) (lower values indicate higher 

representativeness). Panel A: Mean absolute differences between individual social-circle 

estimates and state vote shares. Panel B: Mean absolute differences between individual social-

circle estimates of the Biden-Trump margin and the actual margin. Participants were assigned to 

the two groups with median splits on the absolute differences between the social-circle estimates 

for age and education and state population values. As a comparison, the average differences for 

all participants are also shown (black lines).  
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If demographic representativeness of social circles is important for election forecasts, we 

expect that participants whose social circles are more similar to the state population in terms of 

age and education will also have voting expectations in their social-circles that are more 

representative of the voting intentions in the state population. Figure 2 shows the results for 

representativeness of voting expectations in social circles for groups of participants with social 

circles more representative by age and education, and participants with social circles less 

representative by age and education. The groups were determined by median splits on the 

absolute differences between the social-circle estimates for age and education and state 

population values. To measure the degree of representativeness in voting expectations, we 

calculated the absolute difference between individual social-circle estimates and the state vote 

shares in the 2020 election for all candidates (Panel A) and the average absolute difference 

between individual social-circle estimates of the Biden-Trump margin and the actual margin 

(Panel B). Across all six waves, participants with social circles more representative by age and 

education also have lower absolute differences between individual social-circle estimates and the 

state vote shares (Panel A) and the Biden-Trump margin (Panel B). 

Second, the other group of less-well represented potential voters might be people who are 

reluctant to report their true voting intentions because of embarrassment, fear of harassment, or 

even willing obstruction of pollsters (30–32). To investigate the prevalence of these ‘hidden 

voters’, we asked the same sample of participants to estimate the percentage of their social 

circles who might be reluctant to reveal their opinions about Biden or Trump due to these 

reasons (see Methods for details of the questions asked). We use the answers to these questions 

to estimate the percentage of hidden voters in the voting population in each state. Note that for 

this estimate it is not enough to rely only on the percentage of hidden voters for a particular 

candidate. We need to take into account what percent of voters for that candidate is in 

participants’ social circles and the likelihood that these potential voters will actually vote. In 

order to arrive at this estimate, we multiply participants’ hidden voter estimates for a particular 

candidate in their social circle with both their estimates of the expected percentage of their social 

circle who will vote for that candidate and of the percentage that will actually vote. In a final 

step, we weight the responses in the same way as the forecasts to increase the national 

representativeness of the sample (see Weighting of forecasts in Methods). For these measures, 

the estimated percentages range from around five to thirteen percent, with higher estimates for 
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the percentage of embarrassed, afraid of harassment, and willing obstructers among Trump 

compared to Biden voters (Figure S3, see also (33). 

Participants whose social circles include only a few supporters of a particular candidate 

are more likely to report that their social contacts would be reluctant to reveal their opinion about 

that candidate because they are embarrassed or fear harassment (Table S3). We calculated the 

perceived support for each candidate in the participants’ social circles by taking the signed 

differences between social-circle estimates of the percentages for Trump and Biden and the 

signed differences between Biden and Trump. We regressed each of the hidden voter questions 

for Trump (Biden) on the responses to the own intentions question and the perceived social-

circle support for Trump (Biden). As shown in Table S3, controlling for own intentions, 

participants who perceive fewer supporters of Trump (or Biden) voters in their social circles, are 

also more likely to respond that more of their social contacts would be embarrassed and harassed 

if they would admit that they will vote for Trump (or Biden). In addition, there is evidence that 

own intentions also have an effect. If participants are more likely to vote for Trump (or Biden), 

those participants are also more likely to respond that more of their social contacts would be 

embarrassed or afraid of harassment if they would admit that they will vote for Trump (or 

Biden).  

We can use participants’ estimated percentages of hidden voters for both candidates in 

their social circles as a measure of how representative the voting expectations in their social 

circles are for the overall population of voters in their state. Given that the population of voters 

almost certainly includes some percentage of voters who would prefer to remain hidden to 

pollsters for various reasons (14, Figure S3), then participants with a larger estimated percentage 

of hidden voters in their social circles might have social circles that better reflect state voting 

patterns, compared with those participants who report knowing fewer or no hidden voters. To get 

a summary measure of the prevalence of hidden voters we summed the estimates for Biden and 

Trump for each of the hidden voter questions. We then used a median split on these estimates 

within each state to select participants that have a low or high percentage of hidden voters in 

their social circles. It is possible that the same participants have several of the reasons included 

in our hidden voter questions, so the resulting estimate of the total number of hidden voters is 

likely an overestimate. However, this should not hurt our analysis, which uses this sum only to 

do a median split and compare people with more or less hidden voters in their social circles. To 
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measure the degree of representativeness of social-circle expectations, as before, we first 

calculated the absolute difference between individual social-circle estimates and the state vote 

shares in the 2020 election for all candidates. Then we calculated the average absolute difference 

between individual social-circle estimates of the Biden-Trump margin and the actual margin. 

Figure 3 shows the results for representativeness of social-circle expectations. For all three 

hidden voter questions, the absolute differences between individual social-circle estimates and 

the state vote shares (Panel A) and the Biden-Trump margin (Panel B) were lower for 

participants with a high percentage of hidden voters than for participants with low percentage of 

hidden voters. 
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Figure 3. Representativeness of voting expectations in social circles for participants with high (circles), or low percentages 

(squares), of estimated hidden voters in their social circles (lower values indicate higher representativeness). Panel A: Panel A: Mean 

absolute differences between individual social-circle estimates and state vote shares. Panel B: Mean absolute differences between 

individual social-circle estimates of the Biden-Trump margin and the actual margin. Participants were assigned to the two groups with 

median splits on the sum of the estimated percentage of hidden voters for Biden and Trump. As a comparison, the average differences 

for all participants are also shown (black lines). 
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Figure 4. Relationship between average estimate of the difference between the 

percentages of hidden Trump and Biden voters based on estimates of our survey participants 

(N=5,331) and the error of predicted margin for Biden according to average state polls (as 

reported by 538.com). The positive correlation between the two measures suggests that hidden 

voters could have contributed to the prediction errors of state polls. On the y-axis, larger positive 

values mean a larger overestimation of Biden, and negative overestimation of Trump. The linear 

trend line was estimated with weighted least squares, with the square root of the number of 

participants in each state acting as weights. The data labels show the abbreviated state names. 

 

These hidden voter results imply that hidden voters who were not reflected in the 

traditional polls might have contributed to the errors of traditional polling forecasts in the 2020 

election. To investigate this further, we calculate the difference in the estimated percentage of 

hidden Trump and hidden Biden voters that are embarrassed, fear harassment, or willingly 

obstruct pollsters (see above for the calculation of the estimate of hidden voters). In Figure 4, we 

compare the average percentage of these differences for any reason with the error of average 

state polls (as reported by 538.com) predicting Biden’s advantage over Trump in different states. 

Larger positive values on the y-axis suggest more overestimation of the Biden margin and larger 

positive values on the x-axis suggest more hidden Trump voters. This relationship is positive (r = 
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.47) suggesting that 5. To the extent that social-circle expectations provide evidence about voting 

intentions of these hidden voters, this could increase the value of these expectations in the 

bootstrap forecast.  

Discussion 

Taken together, our results suggest it is possible to develop questions and methods that 

could help the polling community be more accurate and regain the public’s trust in predicting 

elections. The polling community can adapt and profit from novel technologies (34) such as the 

bootstrap forecast and wisdom-of-crowds questions. 

The accuracy of the Bayesian bootstrap forecast demonstrates the benefits of theoretically 

justified weighting of different information sources. The bootstrap forecast outperforms forecasts 

based on own intentions questions and provides insight into the relative informational value of 

different polling questions. Across different societal contexts of the 2018 and 2020 U.S. 

elections, the relative contribution of the wisdom-of-crowds questions to the Bayesian bootstrap 

forecast, in particular the social-circle expectations, was much stronger than the contribution of 

own intentions. The large contribution of social-circle expectations to the Bayesian bootstrap 

forecast might be due to at least two factors that have previously been suggested in the literature, 

but never tested empirically (7, 17). First, they seem to alleviate under-representation of some 

demographic groups. In particular, the percentage of younger people and people with lower 

education estimated from social-circle estimates is closer to the population values than the 

percentage of these people among our actual poll participants, even after applying survey 

weights. Furthermore, participants with social circles that are more similar to the state population 

in terms of age and education report voting expectations in their social circles that are more 

representative of the voting intentions in the state population. Second, social-circle expectations 

seem to reduce hidden voter biases. Our participants estimated that between five to thirteen 

percent of their social contacts were embarrassed, afraid of harassment, or willing to obstruct 

pollsters, with higher estimates among Trump compared to Biden voters. Participants with a 

larger estimated percentage of such hidden voters among their social contacts also report social-

circle expectations that better reflect actual state voting patterns. 

While the comprehensive analyses of the 2016 and 2020 presidential elections (6, 28) 

found little difference between Trump’s vote shares estimated by self-administered and 

interviewer-administered polls, suggesting low prevalence of shy or embarrassed voters, there is 
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evidence that self-administered web surveys do not eliminate such bias entirely (32). Our 

analyses suggest that beyond embarrassment, a significant percentage of hidden voters in the 

2020 U.S. election might have been people who feared harassment, or who aimed to deliberately 

skew polling results. The correlation we found between the percentages of hidden voters and the 

error of the predicted Biden-Trump margin according to an average of many state polls (Figure 

4) points to the possibility that hidden voters could have contributed to the prediction errors of 

state polls. Further research on Bayesian bootstrap method should investigate different versions 

of wisdom of crowd questions, their application in different survey modes, using different ways 

of asking about candidates (by candidate name or by party), the effects of the number of social 

contacts participants have, and the effect of network structure (35–37) 

In sum, it important to consider methods that are more robust to problems of sampling an 

increasingly distrustful electorate. Our result suggests that election predictions can be improved 

using novel approaches to combine the evidence from different types of polling questions, 

including traditional own-intentions questions as well as wisdom-of-crowds questions. The 

Bayesian bootstrap method can be used to obtain forecasts in surveys of other topics beyond 

elections, including those related to different public opinions, health behaviors, and economic 

trends. 

Methods 

Sample 

Participants were members of the Understanding America Study (UAS) at the University 

of Southern California’s (USC) Dornsife Center for Economic and Social Research (18). This 

longitudinal panel includes close to 9,000 U.S. residents, randomly selected from among all 

households in the United States using address-based sampling. Participants who agreed to 

participated, but did not log in to the UAS website, were reminded by a combination of e-mail, 

mail, and phone. Members of recruited households who did not have Internet access were 

provided with tablets and Internet service. The full sampling scheme can be found on the UAS 

website (18). All participants gave informed consent. The two studies were approved by the 

University of Southern California Institutional Review Board. 

2018 U.S. House of Representatives election. Starting from August 22, 2018, all 

members of the panel were invited to answer our election poll questions. We asked the questions 

in three survey waves before the election, which was held on November 6, 2018. A wave is 
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defined as being within which the participants had the opportunity to answer the polling 

questions. In a fourth wave after the election we asked each member which party they voted for. 

Table S1 shows sample sizes, starting and end dates for the different waves. Sample sizes in each 

wave were determined by the Center for Economic and Social Research’s Understanding 

America Study as sufficient to provide estimates of election results within an acceptable margin 

of error (+/-3 p.p. at the 95% confidence level, the procedure is described on USC Dornsife 

Understanding America Study website https://uasdata.usc.edu/). Survey weights were 

constructed by a raking procedure that matched the sample to national population benchmarks 

based on the May 2016 Current Population Survey age by sex, race/ethnicity, sex by education, 

and household size by income (see the section on Weighting of forecasts below). 

2020 U.S. Presidential election. Starting from August 11, 2020, 8,355 eligible voters 

who are active members of the panel were invited to answer our election poll questions. Each 

member who agreed to participate was randomized to respond on a pre-assigned day of the week, 

distributed so that the full sample participates over a 14-day period. Respondents have until their 

next assigned wave day (or 14 days after their assigned date) to complete the survey. Data for the 

full sample is nearly complete after the first 14 days, but not final until the end of the full 28-day 

wave. We analyze data based on the six first full 28-day waves. We only included answers from 

non-overlapping days. A post-election survey was conducted between November 4 and 

November 15 (N= 4749). Table S2 shows sample sizes and starting dates for the 6 survey waves 

before the election. Of those that completed all waves in 2018, and those that completed all 

waves in 2020, only 56% of those participating in 2020 also participated in the 2018 study. 

Question texts 

The question texts give the alternate wordings for the two elections in square brackets. 

Likelihood to vote: “What is the percent chance that you will vote in the [2018 election 

for the U.S. House of Representatives? / 2020 U.S. presidential election?”.]”. Own intentions: ”If 

you do vote in the [2018 election for the U.S. House of Representatives, what is the percent 

chance that you will vote for the Democratic candidate? For the Republican candidate? For 

another party's candidate? / 2020 U.S. presidential election, what is the percent chance that you 

will vote for: Joe Biden, Donald Trump, Other?]”. Social contacts definition that preceded 

social-circle questions: “Now we would like you to think of your friends, family, colleagues, and 

other acquaintances who live in your state, are at least 18 years of age, and who you have 
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communicated with at least briefly within the last month, either face-to-face, or otherwise. We 

will call these people your social contacts”. Social-circle likelihood to vote: “What percentage of 

your social contacts [are likely to vote in your state in the 2018 election for the U.S. House of 

Representatives? / that live in your state are likely to vote in the 2020 U.S. presidential 

election?]”. Social-circle expectations: “Out of all your social contacts who live in your state and 

are likely to vote in the [2018 election, what percentage do you think will vote for a Democratic 

candidate? For a Republican candidate? For another party's candidates? / 2020 U.S. presidential 

election, what percentage do you think will vote for: Joe Biden, Donald Trump, Other?]”. State-

winner expectations: “Of all people who live in your state and are likely to vote, what percentage 

do you think will vote for [a Republican candidate? For a Democratic candidate? For another 

party's candidate? / Joe Biden, Donald Trump, Other?]”. Before the 2020 election, we also asked 

about: social-circle size: “How many people do you consider being your social contacts?”. 

Hidden voter questions: “Think about your social contacts. If approached by pollsters, what 

percentage of your social contacts would: a) be embarrassed to reveal their opinions about 

Biden? _% b) be embarrassed to reveal their opinions about Trump? _%, c) be afraid that they 

will be facing negative consequences (e.g., harassment) if they reveal their opinions about 

Biden? _%, d) be afraid that they will be facing negative consequences (e.g., harassment) if they 

reveal their opinions about Trump? _%, e) try to skew poll results by saying they will vote for 

Trump although they intend to vote for Biden? _% f) try to skew poll results by saying they will 

vote for Biden although they intend to vote for Trump? _%”. Before the 2020 election , we also 

asked two questions social-circle questions about age and education: “When asked, "How old 

are you?", what percentage of your social contacts would give each of the following 

answers:__% 18-29, __% 30-49, __% 50-69,__% 70+” and “When asked "What is your highest 

level of education?", what percentage of your social contacts would give each of the following 

answers?__%  high school or less,__%  some college or college degree,__% graduate degree”. 

Estimating hidden voters 

We asked the hidden voter questions in wave 4 (N=5,331). To estimate the percentage of 

hidden voters for each of the three questions about embarrassment, fear of harassment, and 

obstruction of polls, we multiply participants’ hidden voter estimates for a particular candidate in 

their social circle with both their estimates of the expected percentage of their social circle who 

will vote for that candidate and their estimate of the percentage that will actually vote. For Figure 
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S3, we also weighted the responses in the same way as the forecasts to increase the national 

representativeness of the sample (see Weighting of forecasts below). 

Forecasts from poll data 

Predictions for the 2020 election were preregistered (available at https://osf.io/zva6s and 

https://osf.io/x8jfk). 

Forecasts based on own intentions. We multiplied each participant’s measure of 

likelihood to vote by the measure of own intentions to provide a basis for vote-share forecasts. 

We then calculated the vote shares as a ratio of the average of these values and the average 

likelihood to vote, using a ratio estimator for the population mean (7, 39). We calculated 

forecasts on the national and state levels. On the national level, we calculated means for each 

state, and then averaged the state forecasts weighted by state population size 18+ to obtain 

national forecasts (Table S1). On the state level, we calculated forecasts of state vote shares as 

means of forecasts for participants in a given state. 

Forecasts based on social-circle expectations. We multiplied each participant’s 

measure of social-circle likelihood to vote with the measure of social-circle expectations to 

provide a basis for vote-share forecasts. We used these individual values in the same ways as 

forecasts based on own intentions described above. 

Forecasts based on state-winner expectations. These forecasts are the unaltered 

responses to the state-winner expectations question. The individual values are used in the same 

ways as forecasts based on own intentions described above. 

Forecasts based on the Bayesian bootstrap. See the main text and the Bayesian 

bootstrap section in the Supplementary information. 

Weighting of forecasts 

To increase the national representativeness of our sample, participants’ responses were 

weighted by poststratification weights that align the survey distributions to benchmarks for 

region, urbanicity, vote in 2016, sex, age, race, and education for the whole country. A 

description of the post-stratification weight procedure can be found in the document USC 

Dornsife National 2020 Election Tracking Poll Methodology available on the USC Dornsife 

Understanding America Study website (https://uasdata.usc.edu/). We apply the poststratification 

weights only to the national level forecasts, not to the state forecasts, as they are designed to 

align the sample with national level characteristics. In addition to the forecasts, we also weight 

https://osf.io/zva6s
https://osf.io/x8jfk
https://uasdata.usc.edu/
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the own and social-circle estimates for age and education in Figure S2 and the hidden voter 

estimates shown in Figure S3. 

Election results 

We used the national election results collected by The Cook Reports Election tracker for 

2018 and 2020 (40, 41). At the national level, we used the national popular vote as the 

benchmark. At the state level, we used the state’s popular votes as the benchmark. We first 

computed the errors in predicting each states’ popular vote and then averaged all values to get an 

overall measure of state-level accuracy. 

Code availability 

After registering as a data user on https://uasdata.usc.edu, the Matlab code used for 

different analyses are available from the corresponding author upon request. 

Data availability 

The USC poll data, based on the UAS surveys, can be downloaded from 

https://uasdata.usc.edu after registering on the UAS site as a data user. 
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The Bayesian bootstrap

This supplement sketches the theoretical argument for a Bayesian bootstrap approach for integrating

stated own voting intentions with social-circle expectations and election-winner expectations. The supple-

ment does not provide a complete definition, which will be developed elsewhere. The goal rather is to

motivate the bootstrap forecast in the main text, and explain the heuristic steps and approximations involved

in our estimation.

The core idea is that each respondent’s election-winner expectations already reflect both private evidence

reported in the survey (own intentions and social-circle expectations) as well as background evidence, e.g.,

what can be gleaned from news reports. The latter further divides into common (shared) evidence, available

to everyone, and an independent individual evidence. Background evidence is expressed as a pseudocount

sample of size A+B, where A is size of the common sample and B the independent individual sample. The

social-circle estimate of each respondent is a sample of size N. We will assume that A,B,N do not vary across

respondents.

The bootstrap election forecast attempts to estimate and aggregate the totality of this evidence. This

requires, first, to establish the correct relative weighting of own, social circle, and background evidence (i.e.,

to estimate N,A+B), and, second, to avoid double counting common evidence (i.e., to estimate the division

of A + B between A and B). The common background evidence A should not be double-counted across

respondents, so its contribution to the election forecast is diluted as the number of respondents increases.

With a very large sample, the bootstrap forecast depends only on own intentions, social circle expectations,

and estimated individual evidence, weighted in proportions 1 : N : B. With a small sample however, the

forecast may be dominated by the common background evidence.

Below is the notation for reported information by respondent r, suppressing state IDs. n is the number of

respondents (at the state level).

xr
i — reported own intentions to vote for candidate i = R,D,O.
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yr
i — reported state-winner expectations for candidate i = R,D,O.

sr
i — reported social-circle expectations for candidate i = R,D,O.

In addition to reported information, respondents receive background evidence about the election that is

not reported in the polling questions:

αi — % voting for candidate i = R,D,O according to common background evidence

β r
i — % voting for candidate i = R,D,O according to individual background evidence of respondent r

β̄i =
1
n ∑r β r

i — average individual background evidence

We assume that background evidence (on the state level) is distributed according to a Dirichelet prior

whose parameters Aαi + Bβ r
i can be interpreted as the total amount of background evidence in favor of

candidate i. Combining this with own intentions and social-circle expectations, xr and sr, the total amount of

evidence in favor of candidate i, held by respondent r is therefore:

Aαi +Bβ
r
i + xr

i +Nsr
i

Ideally, a respondent’s state-winner expectations should match the expectations of the posterior distribution

with respect to the above parameters, which is simply normalized total evidence:

yr
i ≈

Aαi +Bβ r
i + xr

i +Nsr
i

A+B+1+N

In the first step of the Bayesian bootstrap, state-winner expectations yr
i are regressed against own inten-

tions and social-circle expectations. This provides estimates of N, A+B and the vote shares implied by

background information. Intuitively, if own intentions variables have little impact on election expectations,

that would indicate that the background evidence is precise and A+B very large; similarly, the impact of

social circle relative to own intentions in the regression provides an estimate of N. The second step then uses

estimated parameters to generate the bootstrap forecast.

Assume now that the distributions of αi and β r
i are constant within each state, and A,B,N do not vary

across individuals or states or options i. We estimate a constrained regression of y against x and s:

yr
i = ai +bxr

i + csr
i + ε

r
i i = D,R,O, r = 1, ...,n
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with the constraint ∑i ai +b+ c = 1. We the interpret the coefficients as follows:

ai =
Aαi +Bβ̄i

A+B+1+N
i = D,R,O

b =
1

A+B+1+N

c =
N

A+B+1+N

(The constraint is needed as ∑i αi = ∑i β̄i = 1 implies: ∑i ai = (A+B)/(A+B+1+N) = 1−b−c). From the

estimated coefficients we back out the theoretical parameters using the coefficient for own voting intentions,

b, as a ’unit of account:’

N = c/b

Aαi +Bβ̄i = ai/b

A+B = ∑
i
(Aα +Bβ̄i) = ∑

i
ai/b

The first line estimates social-circle size N by comparing the regression coefficients for own intentions and

social-circle expectations. The next two lines indicates that the intercepts ai estimate background evidence

Eα+β at the sample level.

The sample size B corresponding to the individual independent background evidence may be estimated

from the residuals of the regression. The predicted value ŷr
i for the respondent’s state-winner expectations is:

ŷr
i = ai +bxr

i + csr
i i = D,R,O, r = 1, ...,n

or:

ŷr
i =

Aαi +Bβ̄i

A+B+1+N
+

1
A+B+1+N

xr
i +

N
A+B+1+N

sr
i , i = D,R,O, r = 1, ...,n

The residual depends only the respondent’s individual evidence, β r
i :

ε
r
i = yr

i − ŷr
i =

B
A+B+1+N

(β r
i − β̄i) =

B
A+B

1
(A+B+1+N)

((A+B)β r
i − (A+B)β̄i)

or:

∑
i

Var(εr
i ) =

q
A+B+1+N ∑

i
Var((A+B)β r

i )
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where q = B/(A+B) is the quantity of interest, i.e., the fraction of background evidence that is individual

and independent. Since αi and β r
i are presumed to have the same expectations, it is reasonable to estimate

Var((A+ B)β r
i )) as the variance of the Dirichelet distribution with parameters Aαi + Bβ̄i = ai/b already

estimated from the linear regression:

∑
i

Var((A+B)β r
i ) = ∑

i

(ai/b)(A+B− (ai/b))
A+B+1

Therefore:

∑
i

Var(εr
i ) =

q
A+B+1+N ∑

i

(ai/b)(A+B− (ai/b))
A+B+1

yielding an estimate of the relative amount of independent background evidence:

q =
(A+B+1)(A+B+1+N)

∑i(ai/b)(A+B− (ai/b)) ∑
i

Var(εr
i )

or:

q =
(1− c)

∑i ai(∑k 6=i ak)
∑

i
Var(εr

i )

The bootstrap forecast of fraction votes for option i weights background evidence by (1− q+ qn), own

intentions by bn and social-circle expectations by cn:

(1−q+qn)αi +∑r xr
i +N ∑r sr

i

∑k(1−q+qn)αk +∑k ∑r xr
k +N ∑k ∑r sr

k
=

(1−q+qn)ai +(b∑r xr
i + c∑r sr

i )

∑k(1−q+qn)ak +n(b+ c)
i = D,R,O

The weighting of background evidence by (1−q+qn) ensures that common evidence is not overweighted. If

q = 0, i.e., if all background evidence is common, then its influence in the bootstrap forecast rapidly declines

with sample size. If q = 1, i.e., if background evidence is sampled independently by each respondent, then

its influence scales just like reported own intentions and social-circle expectations.

Note that state-winner expectations are not directly weighted in the bootstrap forecast, but only indirectly

through their impact on the parameters ai,b,c and q estimated with the regression equation. However, in the

large sample limit (1−q+qn≈ qn) one may express the bootstrap forecast as a simple weighted average of

the three inputs. Observe that the intercepts can be written in terms of the respondent inputs plus residuals,
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which in turn cancel out at the aggregate level:

ai = yr
i − (bxr

i + csr
i + ε

r
i ) =

1
n ∑

r
(yr

i − (bxr
i + csr

i )) i = D,R,O, r = 1, ...,n

as ∑r εr
i = 0. The numerator in the bootstrap forecast for i is therefore:

(1−q+qn)ai +(b∑
r

xr
i + c∑

r
sr

i ) = (
1−q

n
+q)∑

r
yr

i +(
(1−q)

n
+1−q)(b∑

r
xr

i + c∑
r

sr
i )

In the large sample limit (n→ ∞) the bootstrap forecast weights state-winner expectations by q/(q+(1−

q)(b+ c)), own intentions by b(1−q)/(q+(1−q)(b+ c)), social-circle expectations by c(1−q)/(q+(1−

q)(b+ c)). Using the exact weighting formula, one can show that the weight of state-winner expectations

decreases with n iff q < 1/2.
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Table S1 

2018 U.S. House of Representatives election: National forecasts calculated as the weighted average of state forecasts based on 

different methods, compared to average 538.com national forecasts 
 Election results  

(Nov 6) results 
Own intentions 

Social-circle 

expectations 

State-winner 

expectations 
Bayesian bootstrap 538 

Wave 1 (Aug 22 - Sep 11, N=4,511)  

Republicans 44.8 39.2 42.2 42.5 43.0 - 

Democrats 53.4 51.8 49.7 47.4 49.6 - 

Other  1.7 9.0 8.1 10.1 6.5 - 

Democrats-

Republicans 8.6 12.6 7.5 4.9 6.6 

 

7.4 

Wave 2 (Sep 14 - Oct 4, N=4,259)  

Republicans 44.8 40.5 42.5 43.1 43.0 - 

Democrats 53.4 51.8 50.4 48.4 50.5 - 

Other 1.7 7.7 7.1 8.5 6.0 - 

Democrats-

Republicans 8.6 11.3 7.8 5.2 7.5 

 

9.4 

Wave 3 (Oct 15 - Nov 5, N=5,038)  

Republicans 44.8 41.1 42.2 43.1 43.0 - 

Democrats 53.4 53.2 51.2 47.9 51.0 - 

Other 1.7 5.7 6.6 9.0 5.4 - 

Democrats-

Republicans 8.6 12.2 9.1 4.8 8.0 

 

9.9 

Note. National forecasts are average of state forecasts weighted by the size of a state population 18+. The 538 forecasts are the average forecasts made within the 

date range for our three waves. 

  



 

 

Table S2 

2020 U.S. presidential election: National forecasts calculated as the weighted average of state forecasts based on different methods, compared to 

average 538.com national forecasts 

 Election results (as 

of Dec 17, 2020) 
Own intentions 

Social-circle 

expectations 

State-winner 

expectations 
 

Bayesian 

bootstrap 

Bayesian bootstrap 

2018 parameters 

 

 

538 

Wave 1 (Aug 8-Aug 24 N=4,330)  

Trump 46.9 40.2 43.6 44.7  44.5 44.1 46.2 

Biden 51.3 52.4 51.0 48.0  50.7 50.5 52.5 

Other  1.8 7.3 5.4 7.4  4.0 5.3 1.3 

Biden-Trump 4.5 12.2 7.4 3.3  6.2 6.4 6.4 

Wave 2 (Aug 25-Sep 7 N=4,583)  

Trump 46.9 42.2 44.8 46.0  45.9 45.1 46.2 

Biden 51.3 51.7 49.7 46.0  49.3 49.6 52.6 

Other  1.8 6.1 5.5 7.9  3.7 5.3 1.2 

Biden-Trump 4.5 9.5 4.8 0.0  3.3 4.5 6.4 

Wave 3 (Sep 8–Sep 21 N=4,702)  

Trump 46.9 41.9 45.0 45.9  45.9 44.9 46.0 

Biden 51.3 50.9 49.4 47.1  49.2 49.7 52.7 

Other  1.8 7.2 5.5 6.9  3.6 5.1 1.3 

Biden-Trump 4.5 9.0 4.4 1.2  3.4 4.8 6.6 

Wave 4 (Sep 22–Oct 5 N=4,277)  

Trump 46.9 42.9 45.5 46.3  46.2 45.3 45.9 

Biden 51.3 52.4 50.6 47.6  50.3 50.7 52.8 

Other  1.8 4.7 3.9 6.1  2.9 4.0 1.3 

Biden-Trump 4.5 9.5 5.1 1.3  4.1 5.4 7 

Wave 5 (Oct 6–Oct 19 N=4,595)  

Trump 46.9 42.8 45.8 46.4  46.4 45.8 45.4 

Biden 51.3 52.9 50.5 48.1  50.4 50.4 53.4 

Other  1.8 4.3 3.7 5.5  2.7 3.8 1.2 

Biden-Trump 4.5 10.1 4.6 1.7  3.9 4.5 8.1 

Wave 6 (Oct 20–Nov 2 N=4,835)  

Trump 46.9 43.4 46.6 46.4  46.8 46.4 45.4 

Biden 51.3 52.4 50.0 47.9  50.0 50.0 53.4 

Other  1.8 3.9 3.4 5.8  2.8 3.7 1.2 

Biden-Trump 4.5 9.3 3.4 1.5  3.2 3.6 8 

Note. National forecasts are average of state forecasts weighted by the size of a state population 18+. The 538 forecasts are the average forecasts made within the 

date range for our six waves. 

  



 

 

 

Table S3 

Results from regressing each of the hidden voter questions for Trump on the answers to the own intention question (Own intentions) 

for Trump and the signed differences (Social circle diff.) between the social-circle percentages of Biden and Trump (the Biden 

questions) and the Trump-Biden difference (Trump questions), and in the same way for the Trump questions. The regressions are 

across all participants in wave 6 that had answered the hidden voter questions and answered the own intention and social-circle 

questions (N=4,835) 

    Biden questions       Trump questions   

  Est SE t p   Est SE t p 

  Embarrassed    Embarrassed  

Intercept 21.92 0.69 31.94 0.00  24.84 0.80 31.17 0.00 

Own intentions 0.02 0.01 1.92 0.05  0.06 0.01 4.05 0.00 

Social circle diff. -0.04 0.01 -4.14 0.00  -0.06 0.01 -5.70 0.00 

  Fear harassment    Fear harassment  

Intercept 24.84 0.70 35.28 0.00  27.36 0.86 31.99 0.00 

Own intentions -0.04 0.01 -3.45 0.00  0.11 0.02 7.35 0.00 

Social circle diff. -0.06 0.01 -6.78 0.00  -0.08 0.01 -6.78 0.00 

  Obstruct polls    Obstruct polls  

Intercept 12.26 0.53 23.32 0.00  14.12 0.65 21.64 0.00 

Own intentions -0.02 0.01 -2.14 0.03  0.05 0.01 4.51 0.00 

Social circle diff. -0.01 0.01 -0.98 0.33   -0.01 0.01 -1.39 0.16 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Figure S1. Main components of the Bayesian bootstrap: A participant’s evidence divided into a private component that is reported 

directly and a background component, revealed indirectly via the election winner expectations. Background evidence partly derives 

from common sources and partly from independent sources unique to each participant. Evidence is conceptualized as a sample of 

observations. The ‘unit of account’ is the participant’s own voting intention, which contributes exactly one observation. A participant 

is then assumed to sample N individuals from their social circle, and combine this with ‘pseudocount’ of A+B observations that 

represent common and independent background evidence.  

                                   

              

      

           

 

                                                

                                

    

    

           

           

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

Figure S2. Panel A: Percentage of poll participants in 2020 (N=5,351) that reported that their age were in one of four age 

groups (blue bars), percentage of their reported social-circles in different age groups (red bars), and percentage of U.S. population 

based on Census data (white bars). Panel B: Percentage of poll participants (N=5,351) that reported to have different educational 

levels (blue bars), percentage of their reported social-circles in different educational levels (red bars), and percentage of U.S. 

population based on Census data from the 2019 American Community Survey (white bars). The answers to the age and education 

questions were weighted by poststratification weights (see Weighting of forecasts in the Methods section). Error bars are standard 

errors. 
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Figure S3. Estimated percentage of voters that would be embarrassed, fear harassment, or lie to obstruct pollsters when asked 

about their opinion about Biden and Trump, based on participants’ estimates. Error bars are standard errors (N=5,331). 

 

 

                                         
 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 
 
  
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
  
 
 
  
  

     

     



 

 

 

 

Figure S4. Percentages for national polls conducted between October 20 and November 

2, 2020 as reported by 538. Full black lines show the median percentages of these polls and the 

dashed black lines show the interquartile range. Red lines are the results from the own intention 

question asked during the same dates (wave 6). 
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